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ON  COHOMOLOGY  GROUPS  OF  CERTAIN
SUBCOMPLEXES  OF  DOLBEAULT

COMPLEXES1

SHAW MONG

Abstract. The paper first shows that for a path connected

topological group acting analytically on a complex manifold M, the

induced action on the cohomology groups of antiholomorphic forms

on M is trivial. By the same method it then shows that the cohomol-

ogy groups of complex {ker d"'*} can be injected into the Dolbeault

cohomology groups.

1. Introduction. For a smooth (J-manifold with G a path connected

topological group, it is well known that the induced G-action on the

DeRham cohomology groups is trivial. On the other hand the action on

the Dolbeault cohomology groups may fail to be trivial. In this paper we

show that the action is trivial on its subcomplex {ro(A0'*)} of antiholo-

morphic forms. In particular we prove:

(1.1) Theorem. Let G be a path connected topological group acting

analytically on a complex manifold M (of m complex dimensions). Then the

induced G-actions on the cohomology groups of

0 —> ra(A°-°(M)) -+ • • • —> Ta(A^(M))

-i* ra(A°-«+i(M)) -+-► Va(A°'m(M)) —> 0

are trivial, where ra(A0?(M)) is the complex vector space of antiholo-

morphic (0, q) forms on M.

The proof, similar to that of the Poincaré Lemma, appears in §3. We

also prove:

(1.2) Theorem. Let M be a complex manifold (of m complex dimen-

sions) which can be deformed analytically onto a point in M and let ker dv-q
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denote the kernel ofd on the space, r(Av-Q(M)), of differential (p, q) forms;

then for O^p^írn, the following inclusions i:

S3 5 3 3
0 -^ ker ap'° —>- • • • -+ ker d°-° -^- ker d-."*1 —>- • • • —>• ker d»-™ -> 0

*   » s ■'    a '    = «
o->r(A".°(A/))-^- • ■ ■^.r(A".«(M))->- riA^+HM))—)—-*.r(A».*(M))-*.o

induce injections:

i* : //«(ker 3P- *) -* H"(AP-*(M)),   for all (p,q) # (0, 0).

Applying to the polydisc A in Cm and observing that //«(A!,'*(A)) = 0

for all q^l, we have a result similar to a result in [1]:

(1.3) Corollary.    For all O^p^m, the complexes

ker dp-° —>■-—► ker dv'« -i-* ker dv-q+1 -i*--> ker d"-'" —► 0

are e.vc7cí over the polydisc A z'n Cm.

The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Sampson for

suggestions which brought the original boring mechanical computations

into the present form.

2. Preliminary notations. Throughout this paper, except as noted, all

differential forms are expressed and computed in global forms.

Two holomorphic mappings g° and g1 on the complex manifold M are

said to be analytically homotopic, if they are homotopic through a family of

holomorphic mappings on M. Let g(z, t):MxI^>-M be such a homotopy

linking g° and g1; we shall use notation g'(z) to stress the holomorphic

mapping g(z, t) with t fixed.

After identifying the cotangent bundle T*(MxI) of Mx/with T*M®

T*I, we can write d, the exterior derivative in the DeRham complex of

Mxl, as d +5+dt, where dt is the exterior derivative with respect to the

variable t. With this understanding, a differential form on Mx/is called a

(p, q, 0) or (p, q, 1) form, according to whether it is of type

2       mi.Az> 0 dzi A d¿j

or of type

2        Wi.ji2' t) dzj A dzj A dt,
|/|-».|J|-a

resp. Obviously any differential form of Mxl is locally a linear com-

bination of such forms.

An analytic homotopy g(z, t):MxI—>-M induces a sequence of linear

mappings g* :T(A*(M))->-T(A*(M X I)), which has the following prop-

erties.
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First, for any differential form to on M,

(2.1) g*(d + S)to = (d + d + dt)g*o>.

For any (p, q) form to,

(2.2) g*to = (ft)' + to" + to1") A dt

where to',  to",  to'" are  (p,q,0),  (p,q—1,0),  (p—\,q,0) forms resp.

Notice also that

(2.3) (***»)(*) = o/(z, t).

Suppose that 3co = 0, then

g*Sco = g*(S + d)w = (8+d + dt)g*to

= (c + d + d()(to' + (to" + to'") A dt).

Observe that the (p, q, 1) form on the r.h.s. is

(2.5) (dm'" + Soj" + (- \y+" —\ A dt.

While comparing the (p+\,q—\, 1) forms of (2.4) both sides, we have

(2.6) 0 = dco".

Note. When/?=0, ker a"-5=r„(A0-"(yV/)) and all of in (2.2) vanish.

When <7=0, all to" in (2.2) vanish.

3. A homotopy theorem for Ta(A0,*(M)). Theorem (1.1) is an easy

consequence of the following homotopy theorem.

(3.1) Theorem. Let g(z,t) be an analytic homotopy of holomorphic

mappings g° and g1 on a complex manifold M (of m complex dimensions),

then the induced linear mappings g"* and g1* coincide on the cohomology

groups of

o —* r.(A«-o(AO) -U • • • -U r.(A«-«(jio)

-i-* rn(A°'"+i(M)) -L*.... -L». ro(A0-m(M)) —» o.

Proof.    If we can construct a chain homotopy

//,:ra(A0-*(M)) -* FJA^^-^M))

such that cHq + Ha+1d=g1*— g0*, then the proof will be done.

The construction of {//„} proceeds as follows:

Let co e ker d°-q (q^\) andg*to = to' + to"Ac//, where co', co" are (0, q, 0),

(0, q—\, 0) forms in variables (z, /) resp. Then Hqto is defined to be

(Haoy)(z) = (-\r1\\i"(z,t)dt
Jo
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for 1 ̂ q^m and HQ=0 for all other q. Clearly Hqco is globally well defined

and by (2.6), Haco e ker d. To check that the Ha form a chain homotopy,

we have

5Hgco = (-I)3"1 Í 5co"(z, i) dt
Jo

and by (2.4) and (2.5),

Hg+X Boy = (-!)«£(&»" + (-1)^) dt.

Thus

5HQco + Hq+X Seo =     — dt
Jo   dt

co'\t=x - co'|i=0 = g1* - g°*.

4. Proof of Theorem (1.2). Let p be fixed. The proof that the {/'*} are

injective will be accomplished by the construction of a sequence of

mappings Aa:r(AP5(M))->ker dv'Q, q = 0, • • • ,m, and a chain homotopy

//s:ker 3p's-»ker d""-*"1 such that

(4.1) 5HQ + HQ+XB = id - li

(i.e., A*/*=id).

Let g(z, t) be an analytic deformation of M with g(z, l) = id and

g(z, 0)=point (notice that g1* = id and whenever (p, q)^(0, 0), g°*=0)

and let co be any (/), q) form with g*co given by (2.2). Define mappings {X}

by

(Xaco)(z) = (-iy+°-1í1dco'"dt
Jo

for O^c/^m. For co e ker 3P'5, HQ is defined by

(//8Co)(2) = (-ir+«-1f1ft)"cii
Jo

for 1 ̂ q^m and HQ=0 for all other a. Clearly both A3 and //3 are globally

well defined, HQco e ker d"-"'1 as before, and XQco e ker 3P,S is obvious. To

check (4.1), we have, with the help of (2.4) and (2.5)

HQ+X Sco = (-l)p+a iVôco'" + ceo" + (-1)»+« —\ dt.

Thus

^dco'
dt

0   dt
(3HQ + Ha+xcl)co = -Xco +

jo   at

= —Xiao + (gl*co — g°*co) = co — A/a).
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Note.    When/j=0, all to'" vanish, thus XQco=0. Then from (4.1), it can

be shown that with M assumed in (1.2), Corollary (1.3) still holds for M.
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